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Pilot pin features

Annular cutters

Precise positioning
• Whilst having a perfect fit the Euroboor pilot pin is your 

guidance to center the cutter

Locks off oil flow
• The pilot pin cuts-off oil flow in stand still

• If drilling starts the pilot pin is pushed into the machine 

and permits the oil to flow in the cutter for direct 

cooling and lubricating

Ejects plug
• If the cutter is through the material the pilot pin pushes 

the slug out by means of the strong spring inside 

the magdrill machine

• Oil flow is cut-off

Material

Pilot pins are essential for 

the use of annular cutters, 

as they provide the following 

practical uses:

• Centration of cutter

• Control of oil flow

• Slug ejection

As plain as a pilot pin may look, 

all of these uses require high 

precision and extremely low 

tolerances – just to make sure 

the centre is exactly the centre, 

oil flow starts and stops when 

you need it to, and the slug 

does not get stuck inside the 

cutter. 

We offer a wide range of pilot 

pins that match the lengths, 

diameters and characteristics 

of our various annular cutters 

with exactly the required 

precision to enhance your 

drilling job in the best way 

possible. 

Pilot pin range

Code Lenght pin Diameter pin

IBC.70 77mm (3") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.70/2 79mm (3") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.75 87mm (37/16") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.80 103mm (41/16") 8mm (5/16")

IBC.85 90mm (39/16") 8mm (5/16")

IBC.90 102mm (4") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.100 123mm (413/16") 8mm (5/16")

IBC.110 165mm (61/2") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.120 120mm (43/4") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.130 162mm (63/8") 8mm (5/16")

IBC.140 150mm (515/16") 8mm (5/16")

*Extended pilot pin

Specifically for use 

with long cutters and 

drilling in very thick 

workpieces. Makes it 

possible to continue 

drilling with pilot pin 

without mid-process 

hassle. Suitable for 

use with 3" and 4" long 

cutters

• Total length 63/16" 

(157 mm)

• Shortened length 

315/16" (100 mm)

IBC.157IBC.157

Pilot pins

Place pilot pin through the shank, and attach extension 

up through the bottom inside of the cutter.

Start drilling. Stop at approx. 50mm depth.

Remove top part of the 

pilot pin.

Commence drilling until 

slug ejection

Code Lenght pin Diameter pin

IBC.150 252mm (915/16") 8mm (5/16")

IBC.160 201mm (715/16") 8mm (5/16")

IBC.K25 125mm (415/16") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.K50 155mm (61/8") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.K75 177mm (7") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.K100 204mm (8") 6,35mm (1/4")

IBC.2P-130* 130mm (51/8") 5/16" (8 mm)

IBC.2P-144* 144mm (511/16") 5/16" (8 mm)

IBC.157* 157mm (63/16") 5/16" (8 mm)

IBC.2P-205* 205mm (81/16") 5/16" (8 mm)

IBC.2P-256* 256mm (101/16") 5/16" (8 mm)
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Always use the correct 
Euroboor pilot pin with every 
cutter. This ensures a tight fit 

and smooth slug ejection

Unprecise pilot pin fitment 
can cause an annular cutter 
to break. Unsafe and waste 

of a tool! 

Maximum drill depth Diameter

Product ranges 12mm - 60mm 61mm - 100mm 61mm - 130mm

30 mm HCS(U), IBS IBC.70 (IBC.50 for IBS.120) IBC.85

55 mm

HCL(U), IBL

IBC.90 (IBC.60 for IBL.120) IBC.100

combined with 25 mm extension adapter (IBK.25) IBC.K25*

combined with 50 mm extension adapter (IBK.50) IBC.K50*

combined with 75 mm extension adapter (IBK.75) IBC.K75*

combined with 100 mm extension adapter (IBK.100) IBC.K100*

combined with Nitto or Fein adapter (IBK.NIT/IBK.QFN) IBC.K25*

75 mm HCY IBC.K25

100 mm HCX IBC.K50 IBC.130

Pin Ø 6,35 mm Pin Ø 8,00 mm

Maximum drill depth Diameter

Product ranges 12mm - 17mm 
TCT Rail

17mm - 36mm 
18mm - 50mm 18mm - 60mm 61mm - 200mm

35 mm (1-3/8")
HMS(U), TRCS

IBC.75
IBC.75

IBC.85

combined with Nitto or Fein adapter (IBK.NIT/IBK.QFN) IBC.120

55 mm (2-1/8")
HML(U)

IBC.90 IBC.80 IBC.100

combined with Nitto or Fein adapter (IBK.NIT/IBK.QFN) IBC.110

75 mm (3") HMY for all diameters IBC.100

100 mm (4") HMX for all diameters IBC.140 or IBC.157

150 mm (6") HMW for all diameters IBC.160

200 mm (8") HMV for all diameters IBC.150

Pin Ø 6,35 mm Pin Ø 8,00 mm

TCT & TCT Rail - pilot pin overview

Annular cutters

Euroboor pilot pin with every 
cutter. This ensures a tight fit 

Unprecise pilot pin fitment 
can cause an annular cutter 
to break. Unsafe and waste 

Diameter

12mm - 60mm 

HCS(U), IBS IBC.70 (IBC.50 for IBS.120)

Maximum drill depth

Product ranges

30 mm

Unprecise pilot pin fitment Unprecise pilot pin fitment Unprecise pilot pin fitment 
can cause an annular cutter 
Unprecise pilot pin fitment 

HSS & HSS-Co - pilot pin overview

* Excl. IBL.120
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